
 

AMD Global Telemedicine, Inc. to Open its First European Office in Germany 

New office will support distribution, service and support activity throughout the region. This expansion 

reflects the need for expanded support to a growing customer base throughout Europe. 

Chelmsford, MA, March 12, 2010 -- AMD Global Telemedicine, Inc., the worldwide leading supplier of 

telemedicine technology, devices, and application software for both dynamic encounters (live 

telemedicine) and deferred consultations,  is pleased to announce the expansion of its global presence 

with the opening of an office in Denzlingen, Germany.   

 “Europe seems to be a natural fit for AMD, especially as the telemedicine market continues to grow 

rapidly in Europe,” stated AMD Vice President of Finance and Operations Eric Bacon. “AMD’s presence in 

Europe will allow AMD to handle service calls, shipping/receiving and all customer service issues in a 

timelier manner.” 

The Denzlingen location will be the distribution, service and operations support office for all of Europe 

as well as serve clients in the Middle East and Africa.  Establishing a European office is part of AMD’s 

long range strategic efforts to increase the depth and breadth of its European product and service 

offerings in order to drive European sales. 

 “This is an important expansion of our global activities and AMD is extremely excited to be on the 

ground in Europe,” commented AMD President Steven Normandin.  “With this on-the-ground European 

presence, we will be better able to serve our international customer, ensuring they are getting the 

maximum value from their AMD deployments.” 

About AMD Global Telemedicine 
AMD is a Telemedicine Encounter Management Systems company (TEMS™) and the worldwide leading 

supplier of telemedicine technology, devices, and application software for both dynamic encounters 

(live telemedicine) and deferred consultations. AMD Global Telemedicine, Inc. offers the market’s 

preeminent diagnostic medical devices and tConsult™ Encounter Management Software that is 

equipped with device management, case creation, work flow and archival. AMD has over 5,600 

installations in 75 countries and delivers solution design, turnkey installation, and training for 

telemedicine programs across the globe. For more information on AMD Global Telemedicine Inc., please 

visit www.amdtelemedicine.com, email pr@amdtelemedicine.com, or call 866-440-3819. 
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